
PHOTO ALBUM
On Tuesday 26th October we invited fellow 

flyers to record their LAA 75th Anniversary 

flights. Here are some of the results!



BODMIN

“Our plan was to muster local aircraft from the South West and fly-out to Bolt Head for a picnic , then return to Bodmin for afternoon tea and cake

Well that was the plan, but once again the weather just had to have its say in the proceedings. Some of our party backed out as it did seem pretty hopeless but   the 

remaining hopefuls enjoyed a coffee accompanied chin wag followed by their picnic lunches. Suddenly we could see a window and three machines scrambled for the grey 

but flyable skyscape! Bill Thirtle in his Vagabond G-BLMP, Thomas Hennesy Jones with David Young riding shotgun in Zenair 601 G-BVVM, and Pete White & John Colgate 

flying Aeronca Chief G-IVOR leapt into the air to take advantage of the short available flyable gap before the lowering cloud and drizzle returned to the Bodmin patch.



Terry Dann – Stow Maries, Essex

I made two air experience flights in Beagle-Auster Terrier G-ARUI from Stow Maries Great War Aerodrome today, the LAA's 75th Anniversary. 

G-ARUI was built (as Auster AOP.6 VF571) in 1946, so is also 75 this year! A few years ahead of my 11-year old passenger Matthew Stanford-Martin. 



Andy Hughes, Popham

Oh what a day to go flying!  At Popham most of us just did a quick circuit to say we’ve been flying and then went to the Clubhouse to solve the problems of the world.

We must do this again on a better day  -- please bribe the Met peeps to give us a good day!



Nic Orchard, Aeronca G-TECC, Headcorn, Kent (via Capel le Fern BoB Memorial and Hawkinge Museum.

The weather precluded my Absolutely Brilliant Master Plan (drawing a poppy to promote the start of the Poppy Appeal on Thursday), but I did snatch an hour, returning in 

a shower and 'interesting' crosswind...

I make no special claims, but the combined age of the aeroplane, pilot and observer is 217.  G-TECC had her 75th on 19th September.



Gary Badham. Dunkeswell, Devon

I had planned to fly up to Turweston from Dunkeswell to celebrate the 75th anniversary and to take advantage of a free cup of coffee. I was looking forward to meeting 

some of the staff and having a look round. However, on arrival at Dunkeswell I found that we suffered from the problem of being stuck on top of a 800 ft hill. We had light 

rain, poor visibility and low cloud. 

I chatted with a couple of people whilst taking advantage of Devon and Somerset Flight Training's comfortable arm chairs and wifi signal. However I was determined to fly 

even if it was a quick bad weather circuit. I was fortunate though, a bit of luck and timing saw a little gap and two standard circuits were completed. Not quite what I had 

hoped for but at least I did fly it on the 75th Anniversary!

And a postscript….

Gary Badham’s first photo shows me in the background taxiing in on that very grey Dunkeswell day.   I managed 3 bad weather circuits to celebrate three milestones; the 

LAA 75th anniversary, the Aeronca' 75th (July 1946) and 50 years after my first solo (27th, OK one day short!). Terry Miller



John Brompton. North Yorkshire.  Scarborough today!

Peter Adams, Kent.

Well done on your 75th.

Peter Adams, Air Search



Jeff and Sandra Rooney. Hampshire.

Auster J1/N, 1946 vintage, same as the LAA! 

We tried to get to Turweston in the Auster 

today, but ended up scud-running into 

Popham, like a few others! 

Then had to do the same again to get back 

to our strip. 



Andy Tobias, Shoreham.

I managed to fly my LAA permit Bolkow Junior G-AVLO from Shoreham on the day.   

As the weather left much to be desired, I decided just to do a local flight.  I have attached a couple of pictures taken on the day and a 

screenshot of the track flown.



Graham Wiley and  Roy Millington. Aeroprakt Vixxen,G-VXXY.   

Otherton, Staffordshire and Abberley clock tower .                                

Video also available on the LAA YouTube page!



Kevin Hales and Rob Cotterill. Wiltshire to Turweston in Auster AOP6. TW536.

A great days flying to Turweston.  After take off we routed over RAF Fairford to see the B1 bombers then past the former Upper Heyford disused airfield before landing at 

Turweston on slot of 11.30. Around 40 aircraft flew in despite the weather not being the best. Good to catch up with friends and thanks to the LAA for looking after us and 

organizing the event.



Steve Slater. Sywell. Piper J-3 Cub G-ASPS.

Well, I didn’t personally get to fly, but thanks to Matthew Boddington, my aeroplane did!  After four years hard work, G-ASPS made her maiden post restoration flight on 

the LAA’s 75 birthday. A particularly appropriate date as the aircraft has been part of the PFA and LAA culture since Alan Chalkley brought her in from America and 

embarked on her first renovation for a PFA Permit in 1962. G-ASPS is now all set to fly on to her own 75th birthday, in February 2022!

Oh, and Matt also flew a Permit check flight in the Tiger too!



Neil Wilson. Wessex Strut, Henstridge, Somerset

Not as much aviating as we hoped, owing to low cloud (not as the forecast predicted here) but as far as I am aware six Wessex Strut aeroplanes took to the air today.

Two groups of us went up in the Norman Freelance, 2 x lots in the Cessna 150, John and Jenny Whicher in their Ninja, Nick Long and his daughter in his Beagle Pup and 

Roy Taylor and grandson in the RV-9A.   (PS the two pics on the right weren’t taken today!!)



Alan James. Sywell and Turweston. Spitfires!

So today, on the 75th anniversary of the LAA. I finally got to swoop and soar with effortless grace amongst the sunlit uplands in a WW2 Spitfire! The sound of the 

Merlin and sweet handling of the aircraft was magical.

(Alan flew his Isaacs Spitfire into Sywell, then flew in the Warbird Experiences two seat Spitfire Mk 9. Then to Turweston, parking next to a Mk 26 Spit for tea and cake!)



Ben and Chester Fawkes. Hadfold, West Sussex

Me and my 12 year old son Chester had a great day out flying from our farm strip Hadfold

Farm, West Sussex to the LAA HQ today in our RV7 G-IBEN with recently LAA approved BBMDs 

(Bens Biplane Mud Deflectors).



Ben and Chester Fawkes. Hadfold, West Sussex



And, in the USA!

Having been in contact with the LAA Wessex Strut, with whom they are twinned, EAA Chapter One in Flabob California, sent the following message:

Hello to all our British friends

We are planning on flying our DC-3 on Tuesday, we will do so for the Anniversary. Just for old time's sake and to show our link to the UK, here we are landing at Old 

Warden in May 2019. Photo credit Paul Van de Berg. I am awaiting taking pictures of LAA aircraft from Henstridge landing at Flabob!

Jon Goldenbaum



American postscript from EAA Chapter One in Flabob, California. Relayed by Neil Wilson of the LAA Wessex Strut.

Pictures from our Wessex Strut twin in California, showing the aeroplanes getting ready to help celebrate our 75th Anniversary. 

Their DC-3 Flabob Express sprung a leak, so they took up some biplanes instead (as you do) - an N-3N, Stearman and I think about 4 Travelairs.

The orange and black Travelair is called Skysiren while the yellow one is called Sunsiren. The grey example is new to their fleet this year. All are covered by Jon's company 

Consolidated Coverings i.e. Poly Fiber or Ceconite.  When lining up for take off they all said " Happy Anniversary LAA".



Jonathan Smith, Cub. via Flyer Forum

Well we managed to commit aviation for the 75th Anniversary of the LAA yesterday. Eventually departed Halton for Turweston but didn’t land 

at Turweston due to a strong crosswind and the grass being unavailable due to everyone else. Diverted to Old Warden for a sandwich and a chat 

before heading back to Halton at 40 knots ground speed via Dunstable. Followed by supper with mates. Nice day!



Mike Clarke, Fokker E.111 Eindecker replica.

After an early morning dawn patrol!



John Broad.

I managed an early morning dawn patrol to commemorate 

the 75th Anniversary of the PFA/LAA when Carol de Solla 

Atkin offered me a flight in the de Havilland Chipmunk G-

BBND (WD286).

The aircraft is based at Old Warden and Carol had planned 

the flight to White Waltham using the CAS pre-booking 

system to overfly Luton. The weather of course had different 

ideas and although the Air Traffic Controller was very helpful, 

the cloud base prevented the crossing. No problem though as 

it was clear enough to the west to transit to the Henley area 

and on to White Waltham. 

Refuel the aircraft and the two of us before continuing the 

flight. I asked if we could fly close to Bicester town and Carol 

kindly let me fly the aircraft there. A few more photographs 

and then on to Turweston for a fly through down the runway. 

The return to Old Warden being via Silverstone. Refuel the 

aircraft and put it away leaving me with memories of a 

superb flight with very grateful thanks to Carol.

(Left, from top. Old Warden, Turweston and White Waltham).



Hi

Just wanted to say thanks for the warm hospitality extended by the LAA today enabling a few of us members to 

join in celebrating what is a major anniversary.  My being an enthusiast member rather than a pilot, as always 

at these events, it was lovely to meet just a few of those present, from a legendary DC.3 pilot to pilots of the 

utmost in modern single-turbo pax liners (the PC.12).  Yes, I know the latter was not exactly LAA but the 

opportunity presented itself so I took it.  Along with friends from the Oxford Group and many others present, it 

was great to be able to enjoy such a day and the wide variety of aircraft present, both on the field and in 

hangars.

Again, thank you!

David E Hughes



TURWESTON!

45 visiting aircraft 60+ visitors to LAA HQ. Plus many others flying elsewhere in the UK. Aircraft pics from Gary Loveday. 

Thank you to everyone for commemorating our 75th birthday!


